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End User License Agreement
1.1 Read this license carefully before downloading, unpacking and/or installing dtl Font Software. By
downloading, unpacking and/or installing dtl Font Software you accept the complete license and it becomes
a legally binding contract between you, the licensee, and the Dutch Type Library. If you do not agree with the
terms and conditions of the license and therefore refuse to accept the contractual obligation through the
license agreement, you are not permitted to download, unpack and/or install dtl Font Software.
1.2 By downloading, unpacking and/or installing dtl Font Software you acknowledge that you have read the license,
understand it and that together with the related invoice it is the complete and exclusive statement of your agreement with
the Dutch Type Library concerning this purchase of dtl Font Software and that your obligations under this agreement
shall inure to the beneﬁt of Dutch Type Library licensors whose rights are licensed under this agreement.
No variation of the terms of this agreement will be enforceable against the Dutch Type Library unless the Dutch
Type Library gives it expressed consent in writing signed by an ozcer of the Dutch Type Library. By installing the
software you accept your own liability to comply with all terms and conditions of the license. If you do not agree
completely with the license, do not download, unpack and/or install dtl Font Software.
1.3 The license is euective until terminated. The Dutch Type Library has the right to terminate the license immediately if
you fail to comply with any term of the license. In addition, the Dutch Type Library reserves the right to claim punitive
damages. Upon such termination you will destroy the original and any copies of the software and related documentation
and cease all use of the trademarks. You may terminate the license any time by destroying the original and any copies of
the software and related documentation.
1.4 The Dutch Type Library reserves all rights not expressly granted to you under this license agreement. The license will
be governed by the laws in force in the Netherlands.
dtl Font Software, terms and conditions
2.1 dtl Font Software is digital data produced by the Dutch Type Library describing typographical characters, and
containing additional technology, including but not limited to, for the support for proper rendering of the glyphs and the
appearance in speciﬁc font layouts. The characters have been arranged per style in fonts, in speciﬁc font formats for
speciﬁc operating systems.
dtl Font Software is the valuable and by copyright protected intellectual property of the Dutch Type Library.
2.2 dtl Font Software underlying this agreement is not sold to you but placed at your disposal to use it. Only if you
accept all terms and conditions of the license, you are granted a user right for dtl Font Software. The user right is limited
by the terms and conditions of the license. You are granted a user right for dtl Font Software on condition that you pay
the invoice that goes with the license within the term of payment. The license only becomes valid after full payment by
the licensee and after it has been signed by an ozcer of the Dutch Type Library. In case the invoice is not paid in time, the
user right is terminated immediately and any use of the software to and from that moment is automatically illegal. After
expiration of the term of payment, the Dutch Type Library has the right to charge interest and collecting-costs and to
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demand the return of the software and any copies.

DutchType Library
User rights, proprietary rights and obligations
3.1 The license grants you a non-exclusiv, non-assignable, limited user right to use dtl Font Software. Besides the
description of dtl Font Software, you will ﬁnd the exact deﬁnition of numbers of sites and workstations for which a user
license is granted to you on the attached speciﬁcation and invoice you received after purchasing dtl Font Software
directly via the Dutch Type Library or on the internet via one of the dtl Online (Open)Type Shops.
In case the text of the license conﬂicts in any way with the content of the related invoice, the related invoice
supersedes the license. A supplementary license from the Dutch Type Library is needed for other than the speciﬁed fonts,
a diuerent number of users and another environment than speciﬁed on the attached speciﬁcation and the related invoice.
The Dutch Type Library does not guarantee that the software will work adequately in any environment, diuerent
from speciﬁcation.
3.2 You will not make or have made, or permit to be made, any copies of dtl Font Software, documentation, or any
portions thereof, except one (= 1) copy solely for backup purposes. Any such copy of the software shall contain the same
propriety notice which appears on or in the original software. You agree not to change dtl Font Software, nor to adapt it
in any way to a certain operating system or convert it to another font format, including but not limited to font formats for
speciﬁc use on the internet. You agree not to create derivative works or typefaces based on dtl Font Software. You agree
not to change or modify the Font and/or trademark names used in dtl Font Software in any form or manner.
3.3 You agree not to distribute the software in any way, including but not limited to as a component or sub-component of
other products like electronic documents, nor to sell or lend in any way other than speciﬁed here. Embedding of dtl Font
Software into electronic documents is limited to Portable Document Format (pdf) ﬁles and is only permitted in a readonly document, which means under the absolute assurance that the recipient cannot use dtl Font Software to edit the
document or even create a new document. It must be ensured by the licensee that dtl Font Software cannot be fully or
partially extracted from said documents.
For ‘Editable embedding’ in pdf ﬁles an additional license is required and the related bit setting will in such a case be
changed accordingly by the Dutch Type Library. The licensee is only allowed to further electronically distribute dtl Font
Software as a static graphic image, for example as gif, jpg or eps ﬁle.
3.4 Embedding dtl Font Software in web pages is only permitted for the special font formats the Dutch Type Library
produces for use on the internet, including but not limited to the eot, woff, sfir and Cufón formats. These special font
formats require an additional license fee.
3.5 It is only allowed to send the fonts together with digital documents that have to be (re)produced in one way or another
to third parties, for instance service bureaus and/or printing ozces under the following conditions:
– Third parties may only use the fonts passively, i.e. for directly (re)producing the documents.
– Any active use of dtl Font Software by third parties, such as for the creation or modiﬁcation of documents, requires an
additional license for the third parties.
3.6 The licensee may not distribute or embed dtl Font Software in any other way than described above without a
separate written license from the Dutch Type Library. If the licensee wants to distribute or embed dtl Font Software in
an editable document other than speciﬁed, than a special request must be made to the Dutch Type Library to enhance the
license. This expansion/embedding enhancement of the license agreement is subject to an additional fee.
No other rights
4.1 The Dutch Type Library retains title and ownership to the software, regardless of the form or media in or on which
the original and other copies may exist. This means also that all rights to dtl Font Software and all rights to the type
designs, in digital and in analog form, including but not limited to the intellectual property rights, copyright and rights to
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trademark remain with the Dutch Type Library.

DutchType Library
Limited warranty, liability and indemniﬁcation
5.1 The Dutch Type Library warrants that the software works properly in accordance with speciﬁcations of the Dutch
Type Library, in the environment as described on the related invoice. The Dutch Type Library does not and cannot
warrant the performance or results you may obtain by using the software or documentation. The Dutch Type Library
does not make any warrants of any kind, either expressed or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranty of
ﬁtness for a particular purpose. dtl Font Software is provided ‘as is’.
5.2 In no event will the Dutch Type Library be liable to you for consequential or incidental damage, including damage
from loss of business proﬁts or savings, business interruption, loss of business information, and the like, or for claims by
any party arising out of the use of, or inability to use dtl Font Software, even if the Dutch Type Library has been
informed and/or advised of the possibility of such damage.
5.3 You agree to indemnify and hold the Dutch Type Library harmless from and against any claims or damage which may
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result from your breach of this license agreement.

